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Form did not need to be discussed because it was always seen as the 
result of an architectural strategy, never as a starting point. (Tschumi, 
2010, p. 13)

Design is an iterative process. This design dissertation explores ‘concept-form’ by 
Tschumi (2010, pp. 15-19) who argues it is a generator of new conditions to freely 
inform or locate activities to generate events. Concept-form reflects a specific moment 
in a thought process when an architectural strategy becomes the generator for making 
buildings, Concept-form is about designing conditions rather than conditioning 
designs.

The research by design dissertation report contains sketches, parti diagrams, and 
artworks as social, contextual and technical constraints are super-imposed as we move 
across scales towards a concluding architectural intervention addressing Space & Event 
in the context of contested territories in Cape Town. 
 

abStract
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Figure 1 : Public events in contested territories 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Modernity 
Elleh (2011, pp. 44-45) argued modernity in Africa arises out of capitalism alongside 
with colonialism whereby the unplanned parts of the city is the corollary of modernity 
(Elleh, 2011, pp. 44-45).

City-ness
invokes the notion that urban citizens give meaning to the city through a collection of 
individual parts across urban areas constituting the wholeness of the city. (LG, 2010) 
It relates the extent several disparate sites and zones across cities are negotiated, in 
which (one) behave in different ways through motion. (Barac, 2005, p. 45)

Circular Economy
The general use of natural resources follows a linear approach known as the take-make-
use model producing negative externalities - carbon emissions, increased landfill, 
unsustainable water extraction and widespread pollution. The circular approach re-
introduces resources back to the economy of consumption so that the natural capital 
is preserved and enhanced, renewable resources are optimised, waste is prevented, 
therefore, reducing harmful impacts to our environment. The built-environment being 
a major consumer of natural resources, the circular approach seeks to avoid waste and 
increase efficiency of materials, products and components in repetitive loops through 
Reduce, Recycle, Re-Use. (ARUP Associates, 2016, pp. 10-16)
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Scale - Volume - Passage - Hall Way - Balcony
Fields of Play fieldwork on UCT Campus - February 2016
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The report is separated in five parts elaborating the lines of enquiry of the local 
urbanity at it unfolds in different times and spaces.

PART I of the design dissertation report develops the argument inferring the design 
intent and its context. 

PART II explores the issue of event and public assembly in contested territories in 
Gugulethu through fieldwork informing the programme and siting of the intervention. 

PART III ties design and sustainability strategies with application of theory and 
technology studies. 

PART IV develops the argument into design interventions across urban, architectural 
and technical detail concluding with fabrication studies. 

PART V pertains to the architectural synthesis, with concluding thoughts on the subject 
of enquiry of this design dissertation.
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PART I
Issue & Context
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Urban residence is a fait-accompli and informal dwellers have nowhere 
else to go’. (Simone, 2001, p. 254)

The proliferation of the unplanned parts of Cape Town dominate its physical landscape 
unravelling a different facet of the city at its periphery. The inability of the formal 
physical, social and institutional infrastructures to absorb rapid influx of urban 
immigrants have caught the underprivileged dwellers into a deadlock of informal living 
conditions. Informality is the normality for 20.5% of the city’s population who reside in 
pseudo forms of ephemeral inhabitation – shacks, accounting approximately 193 000 
households living in 204 informal settlement areas (City of Cape Town, 2016, pp. 8-9). 

Despite the feelings of chaos and disorder informality may evoke to any outsider, it 
is now part of the image-ability of Cape Town emerging into new forms of informal 
urbanism operating at interstices of formal and informal extremities hidden by 
layers of activities in order to overcome disparities imposed by the dysfunctional 
formal infrastructures. Unplanned, unregulated and involuntary, contested territories 
of informal inhabitation is hidden by layers of activities occupied by mélange of 
personalities from different walks of life facing daily realities and managing their living 
conditions through their own agency. 

Ewing (2017) argues that the authoritarian emphasis on housing is focused on the 
quantity of houses delivered rather than the quality of urban environments created. We 
are moving from ‘the planned city’ to a ‘city’ that plans itself – an integrated multi-
sectoral approach to cities.

While promising housing schemes remain institutions’ priority to resolve the issue 
of informal settlement, we are currently facing an increasing housing backlog, which 
institutions are unable to supply. It seems more likely that informal settlement will 
prevail in the future.

The aim of this design dissertation is to determine strategies through place-making 
tradition as catalyst for change, aiming to address informal urban conditions by shaping 
public life within informal territories. It seeks to determine design informants for a 
place of public assembly empowering local communities for socio-cultural expressions 
providing social infrastructure for underprivileged dwellers. It seeks to improve their 
positionalities to access existing global-local opportunities of the larger framework of 
Cape Town by mediating formal and informal divides through events.

introduction1.0
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Figure 1: Public assembly and events in contested territories
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theory of event1.1

Tschumi (1985, p. 5) argues that event in architecture shall not be indicated by means 
of ‘access’ as an art of systems through given forms – threshold, methodical route, 
circle, circulation. Event shall be folies where inhabitation/function no longer precisely 
falls into the domain of such meanings. 

Event in linguistics refers to an occurrence of a social occasion or an activity, as a 
fundamental entity of an observed reality represented by a point designated by three 
coordinates of place and one of time in the space-time continuum postulated by the 
theory of relativity (Merriam-Webster, n.d). An event is not fixed in its location or 
place; its occurrence varies in coordinates where time is constant. It can be construed 
as a function either planned or unplanned occurring sporadically in space as an ever-
changing entity occurring over time. 

Even though event can be understood as an open ended occurrence, event in 
architecture refers to public assembly in observing an occurrence. It has been symbolic 
across ages from classical church edifices to contemporary theatres, expressed in 
different forms, function, scale, space and materiality. Event and public assembly is 

Figure 2: Global-local event space of broader Cape Town
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represented as an icon of the place such as the Sydney Opera House by Jorn Utzon 
informing the image-ability of the city itself which today has global-local influence for 
international performances.  

Simone (2008, p. 86) argues that for generations Africans were prevented from 
fulfilling their aspirations in cities or making use of the urban space to develop news 
forms of social and political expressions to keep alive the prospects for creating new 
societies means, to a certain extent running into the ground inherited images of what a 
city should be.

Despite the 2010 FIFA World Cup being the biggest sporting event happening in South 
Africa with massive investments for world-class stadiums, the Cape Town stadium today 
struggles to accommodate people. The mobility of informal dwellers are jeopardised 
from making use of such public space by underlying divides arising from the country’s 
apartheid past and the failure of modernity, marginalising dwellers from accessing 
opportunities. Here the notion of city-ness is undermined by formal networks of 
mobility and transportation.

Figure 3: Failure of Modernity
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deSign intent1.2

While contested territories of informal settlements are located at the city’s periphery, 
the public spaces encouraging social and cultural expressions are inaccessible to 
dwellers, it does not however mean that they are none-existent. The tent church which 
is a temporary shelter erected on vacant land sites for religious activity is the most 
predominant form of public assembly in townships. It portrays religious presence of the 
place and socio-cultural identity of locals across differed ages attending weekly events.
 
The tent church in township areas is the most predominant form of public assembly 
space erected on vacant land sites. It has a religious presence portraying the local 
cultural identity accommodating people of ages. The tent church is a form of event for 
religious functions – temporary yet permanent providing shade and shelter for public 
assembly. 

How can we build similar space that accommodate other social and cultural functions – 
weddings, funerals, dance, boxing, recreational

Figure 4: Tent Church in Philippi, Cape Town
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Figure 5: Informal public spaces
Image Credits: Adapted David Southwood, 2005)
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Figure 6: Infrastructure divides, informality and events
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Figure 7: Event and place-making tradition
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Fees must fall protest in 2015 and 2016 happening on University premises 
can be construed as a Event which later gave form to’Legotla’, as a gathering 
space for public discussion adjacent to Centlivres building, the locale of the 
architecture faculty. 

Figure 8: Mapping of university protest as an event
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Figure 9: Soccer as a sporting event
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Figure 10: Ecological Place-Making
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Figure 11: Building and the Community Place
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repreSentational methodS1.3
Exploration of site, context, design and its synthesis was carried out through 
hand-drawing across scales, mixed-media and physical model studies. The aim was to 
use minimal use of digital software in the conception and design development seeking 
different iterations, as a documentation method of the design process.  

Figure 12: Representation through hand-drawing
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conteXt2.0
A dense layer of informal settlements is located on the N2/Settler’s Way be-
tween Borcherds Quarry and Airport Approach roads. Barcelona informal set-
tlement forms part of this layer, along with neighbouring settlements, Europe 
and Vukuzenzele. Barcelona is located approximately 16 km east of the Cape 
Town Central Business District. Its North Eastern border faces the N2 highway 
with its South Western border consisting of Klipfontein Road (see Fig 16).
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Figure 15: Mobility, infrastructures and events
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Figure 17: Location of Barcelona and surrounding public spaces
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Barcelona informal settlement was born out of conflict. In the early 1990’s, backyarders 
living Gugulethu erected the first dwellings on a discontinued waste landfill site known 
today as Barcelona Informal Settlement due to unaffordable rent sought by owners of 
formal houses. According to early residents, the site was named ‘Barcelona’ during the 
1990’s Olympic Games held in Barcelona, Spain. 

In the early 1990’s, backyarders living Gugulethu erected the first dwellings on 
a discontinued landfill site known today as Barcelona Informal Settlement due to 
unaffordable rent sought by owners of formal houses. Before informal occupation, 
residents of Gugulethu used the waste landfill site for soccer and other playing 
activities. After more than 25 years, Barcelona is home for 6456 informal dwellers, 
despite health hazards of inhabiting the polluted landfill site. (City of Cape Town, 2016)

Settlement overvieW

Figure 1: Barcelona Informal Settlement

2.1

N

Figure 18: Extent of Barcelona informal settlement
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DWELLING DENSITY
The settlement is located on 25.6 ha results to a population density of 
110 dwellings units per hectare. Residents make up 2723 households 
with an average household size of 2.4 people per household where 51% 
dwellings are below 30m².

DEMOGRAPHICS
Young people between aged 19 to 30 years who make up 26% of the 
population where 59% of the youth are unemployed. 65% of unemployed 
youth are women. 

WATER
There are currently 56 taps spread across Barcelona with a ratio of 1 tap 
for 49 households which is below the City of Cape Town standard of 1 tap 
for 25 household.

SANITATION
117 temporary toilets were provided by the municipality generally shared 
by 42% of residents for communal use with a ratio of 1:23 (toilet to 
household). Others have their own temporary toilets attached to their 
dwellings. 

ELECTRICITY
While 61.5% of structures have access to prepaid meters, illegal con-
nections are common and account for 31% of dwellings. 7% of structures 
have no access to electricity.

EDUCATION
2184 below 18 years old account for 34% of the settlement. 44% children 
attend primary school and 19% at pre-school. 63 out of 100 children 
attend schools in Gugulethu. 

PUBLIC PLACES
2163 households with occupants access community halls and 1367 
access to religious structures. Only 243 households with occupant access 
sport grounds and playing grounds.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
A diversity of socio-economic activities are located along major informal 
footpaths/roads across the settlement. A reported number of 2279 and 
1692 households access spaza shops and shebeens respectively. (City of 
Cape Town, 2016, p. 50) 

HEALTH SERVICES
The majority of residents (77%) access health services outside the 
settlement with 19% of residents accessing public hospital. SHAWCO 
volunteer health services by UCT provides mobile clinic health services to 
Barcelona residents on every Monday.

EMPLOYMENT
The current unemployment rate is 53% whereby 93% earn less than R3500 
per month. 25% household report to have no income at all. 

Note: Above data was retrieved from latest census from Enumeration 
Report on Barcelona Informal Settlement dated December 2016 by the 
City of Cape Town.





PART II
Fieldwork & Programme
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The lines of enquiry during fieldwork on the site and its surrounding context aimed to 
gather data on public activities and events emerging in territories of conflict. Analysis 
and data gathering aimed to explore the particularities of informal public spheres 
lacking tenure and poor services networks – electricity, water and transport. 

The method of research was direct observation of facilities exploring forms of social 
events occurring in the neighbourhood and public inhabitation. Observation during 
fieldwork employed photographic documentation, mapping, analytical drawings at 
various scales and participant interviews.

PRIMARY QUESTION

What are the predominant forms of public assembly spaces within informal territories?

SECONDARY QUESTIONS

What kind of spaces are contested for public inhabitation – streets, open spaces?
How dwellers enlarge their spaces of operations for public assembly
How dwellers engage with formal realms through informal networks?
What kind bottom-up strategies deals with the lack of services provision - electricity, 
water, transport?

ETHICS 

Research during fieldwork did not intend to offend/intimidate any parties involved in the 
process. Permission was sought before engaging with any participant during interviews 
and taking photographs. No child/minor was involved in this process. Care was taken 
to explain to interviewees that the research is for educational rather than respondents’ 
benefit, without raising expectation that any built work or improvements to existing 
facilities will arise. Ethics clearance from the EBE faculty ethics in research committee 
was obtained to undertake on-site research.

LIMITS

The context in which these questions were examined was limited to some parts of 
Barcelona informal settlement, Lwazi Public Primary School, Heideveld train station and 
Luyolo hall.      

TIME & SEQUENCE

Fieldwork excursions were carried at various stages of this research for design from 
April to September 2017

INTENDED FINDINGS 

Research aimed to determine possible design informants for an event space intended 
for public assembly that responds to community needs and its context.

fieldWork3.0
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01  barcelona community hall

N
0 5m 

Three containers have been adapted to serve as a hall for community purpose in 
Barcelona with an office and 30 chairs with no ablutions or kitchen. It is used mostly 
as a meeting space for small groups currently rented by three church groups of 15 
to 20 people during mornings for R80 daily which is the only income to maintain the 
facility – electricity & small fix. The community hall provides recreational activities 
to the youth in the afternoons used for boxing, dancing, choral music. The hall is also 
used for other functions - funeral services, meetings, health services such as SHAWCO, 
Desmond Tutu foundation.  In case of disasters – fire & flooding, the hall serves as 
shelter to affected families despite water leaks of the rusted container shell.
 
Since the hall can only accommodate small groups, the community use Luyolo hall 
located along the footpath to Heideveldd train station for bigger events. The youth 
gather to at Lwazi Park (refer to 08 - Fig 19) for shading or to the freeway road reserve 
to play soccer. 

2

4

3

1

Site plan of hall
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Axo of Adapted Containers turned into Community Hall

Plan 

Section

0 5m
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1 Corroded condition of the container hall

2 Entrance of hall accessed through metal burgler door with no enclosure
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3 Interior of hall

4 Informal open space in front of hall
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Located at the top of the waste landfill topography, the church opened its doors in 2002 on a 
plot of land given by the community chairperson to accommodate funerals, weddings and church 
services. The church has grown over time to cater for the social needs of Barcelona dwellers 
Today, the precinct includes the main church hall constructed from containers and corrugated 
roofing, an orphanage which started in 2007, a container library, urban garden and the pastor’s 
house. 

The church has 62 members and accommodates more than 100. Approximately 3 to 4 weddings 
and funerals are held every Saturdays. According to the pastor Julius Molani, 20% of the church 
attendees are HIV positive, the church provides counselling, door to door treatment and fitness 
activities in the main hall. 

The orphanage accommodates 32 children where only 8 of them receive government grants to 
attend preschool. Alongside the orphanage, the church also provides preschool education by 3 
onsite church volunteers. 

02 barcelona baptiSt church

1

2
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1 Gated entrance of church

2 Interior kitchen attached to main assembly hall
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3 Interior of hall towards priest’s stage

4 Interior of hall from priest’s stage
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5 Volunteer washing clothing at the entrance of church
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6  Urban garden

7  Container library
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8  Orphanage covered verandah

9 Play area of orphanage
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N

In close proximity of the hall and church, Mathabo Educare was opened in 1996 around 
the same time the settlement started to grow, and today provides early childhood 
education to 104 children up to 6 years. The crèche precinct opens to a main play area 
covered with sand and astro turf on top of the polluted waste landfill. Containers have 
been adapted for classrooms to accommodate children in classes. 3m deep overhangs 
provides shading to kids and wardens during play time.

Mathabo Educare is an independent pre-primary school getting sponsorship for 
international Ngo HOPE – Health Oriented Preventive Education. Most children will 
go to primary schools in the surrounding neighbourhoods – mostly Lwazi, Xolani or 
Heideveld primary schools. The crèche employs 11 wardens including 5 teaching staff. 
It opens from 7am to 5pm and provides aftercare until 6pm until parents fetch their kids 
from school.

03 mathabo educare

0 5m 
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Site plan of crèche
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1  Fenced entrance of Mathabo Educare

2  Informal street access

3 Play area at entrance leading to container classes
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4  Covered play area 5  Allée between classes

6  Interior of container class of 8 infants and guardian
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While private water points have been obtained by some households through residents 
own initiatives, other residents frequently gather at common water points located along 
main informal accesses to get water for laundry and other private use. 56 water points 
were located in Barcelona as per recent report (City of Cape Town, 2016). Even if water 
is obtained from common points, used water is usually through disposed in household 
backyards due to no provision for drainage. 

Other services such as sanitation are bucket toilets obtained by residents from the 
municipality generally for private use. Bucket toilets are serviced every week by 12 lo-
cals employed by the City of Cape Town on a yearly basis who also collect other waste 
dropped in container bins. 

typical common services between shacks N
0 5m 

04 common ServiceS

1

2
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0 5m 

1  Access to common water point within neighbourhood

1
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2 Type of water point inside informal pocket open space in Barcelona

3 Type of water point along street of Barcelona
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Residents take a particular route towards Heideveld Station which is the cheapest mode 
of transportation to other areas for work. Trees and lines of shacks along the pedestrian 
route form a public alley highly used by locals with visibility and surveillance during 
daytime. The route leads to the sports field of Lwazi public primary school first before 
commuters take a 1.2km journey to Heideveld train station. 

access to & from heideveld train stationN
0 5m 

05 pedeStrian acceSS

2

1
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2 Intersection of informal pedestrian access and main car access street 

1 Pedestrian access leading to Heideveld
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Lwazi public primary school is the closest education facility to Barcelona informal settlement 
with 27 classes from Grade R to Grade 7 accommodating 1193 students (Western Cape 
Goverment, 2017) – also see appendix A. According to school teacher Mr Madikone, 90% of 
students come from Barcelona. Aside from normal classes, the school offers life skills program 
which is a Western Cape government initiative providing recreation and youth development 
programs in disadvantaged communities. Soccer is the predominant sport at Lwazi where girl 
team have been winning regional competitions for the past 12 years.

However, the single storeyed school facility is in poor condition with only 4 toilets for pupils. 
During the rainy season, the paved courtyards are subjected to flooding often penetrating into 
classes. The fencing of the school has been vandalised, and the precinct is open to the public. 
During recess time, students gather around the main soccer field where the fencing has been 
vandalised which is open to the public. Informal traders selling food and treats gather next to the 
school. 

They are few public activities surrounding the school site. Residents of Barcelona walk across 
the sports field to Heideveld train station. A car wash and taxi rank are located next to the school 
on Klipfontein Road. An existing public pedestrian pathway runs along the river canal leading to 
Gugs Mall south of the school site.  

06 lWazi public primary School

access to & from heideveldd train stationN
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1 First point of contact leading to public school from settlement
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2 Bridge over canal

3 Asphalted access across field

4 Desire lines across field
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5 Field of Lwazi public schol

6 Edge of Barcelona on top of waste landfill

7 Access from public street
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plan of schoolN
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1 Entrance from Klipfontein Rd

2 Hard court of school

3 Rainwater drainage condition

4 Covered walkway across school
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a

a

bb

N
0 10m plan diagram of school
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Section A - Part 1

Section A - Part 2

Section B - Part 1

Section B - Part 2

Section B - Part 3

Section B - Part 4
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3 Access to settlement from street 4 Light pole
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07 informal taXi rank + car WaSh

Located along Klipfontein Road next to Lwazi School and Barcelona Informal Settlement. People 
of Barcelona gather every morning to catch Taxi to Cape Town and other areas. Taxi services are 
free between 7am to 11am during weekdays for dwellers who mostly travel to seek job opportu-
nities. Informal car wash collects water from municipal water point and offering services to car 
drivers taking Klipfontein Road towards Settlers highway.
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08 lWazi public park

The youth gather to Lwazi public park to play street soccer on a basketball tarmac court. It is usually 
the place of meeting for them during summer with public seating and trees providing shade. 

1

2

3

lwazi public parkN
0 5m 
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1 Public park

3 Access leading to bridge2 Access over canal
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09 lWazi park informal Settlement

lwazi park informal SettlementN
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An informal community of 38 dwellings north of the school 
next to the polluted river canal. The morphology of the settle-
ment are set in courtyards opening to the main street with the 
backs of shacks facing the school and the pathway leading to 
the public park. 

2 Access between shacks
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10 luyolo hall

Luyolo is the primary community multipurpose hall of the vicinity which dwellers from Barcelona 
and surrounding settlements use. It offers a variety of recreation programs across ages mostly 
to the youth such dance, boxing, basketball, gym etc. People have to book the place with the 
municipality for bigger community gatherings or meetings. 

According to caretakers, the facility tends to be overcrowded by youth due to the hall being the 
only public facility close the settlement where sometimes clashes arises, due the overwhelming 
number of people who want to use the facility.

1

2

Site plan of luyolo hall
N

0 5m 
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1 Main Hall

2 Minor Hall

Cross section thru main hall

Cross section thru minor hall
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11 Heideveld TRAIN STATION

Train is the cheapest mode of transportation for dwellers of Barcelona who have to walk to closest 
station in Heideveld to catch train for work. At the station, informal traders in containers sells 
goods and fresh produce to commuters

Site plan of luyolo hallN
0 20m 

1 2

3
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fieldWork findingS
Public assembly in Barcelona has been observed in hall, church, ECD and movement activities 
towards Heideveld station. Due to the polluted landfill condition on which the settlement grew 
over time, it will be difficult to build on without decontaminating the land. Containers are the 
most adapted form of inhabitation for larger groups of people - see the church, hall and ECD, 
which are not permanent. Despite being located on polluted landfill, Barcelona is an established 
settlement which residents have occupied for more than 20 years. Water points located along 
pathways are generally places where residents gather. The pathways or informal streets are the 
primary places of publicness with movement activities during the day. 

From observation studies and interviews, train remain the cheapest mode of transportation where 
dwellers walk to Heideveld station or by the free taxi service from 7am to 11am at the informal 
taxi rank located at the boundary of Barcelona and Lwazi public school. Movement and notation 
studies gathered that people walk across the existing school field towards Heideveld or other 
areas of interest such as Lwazi public park or Luyolo Hall, which are the closest places of public 
recreation activities. The edge of Barcelona facing the Settlers highway is currently being used as 
soccer field by the youth. 
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Due to the polluted landfill site condition, the pathway 
leading to Heideveld station across the school site has been 
earmarked for the architectural intervention exploring public 
assembly in contested territories.
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programme4.0
Architecture is not simply about space and form, but also about 
event, action, and what happens in space. – Bernard Tschumi from the 
Manhattan Transcripts - (Tschumi, n.d.)    

OMA’s proposal for the masterplan of Yokohama avoided designing individual buildings 
with their inevitable limitations and separations. Three layers of public activity were 
manipulated to allow the largest variety of events with minimum built-form, working 
with the existing urban conditions of the site. The programme map demonstrates 
levels of public activity over time where minimal interventions would provoke theatres, 
cinemas, clubs, restaurants, churches, sport venues and other programs on roads and 
parking places of the existing context. (OMA, 1991)

In reality, the programme of Luyolo hall is particular to its locality, users and other 
externalities such as government funding. The weekly use of the hall is subjected to 
changes depending on its intended use over the course of the year. 

Event as occurrence is flexible over time, the space provides shelter for public 
assembly to participate to events. The program of the event space should respond to 
the socio-cultural context of the place, anticipating its relationship to the settlement, 
the school and other existing layers of public activity on site – car wash, pedestrian 
movement and soccer. 

Figure 20-22: Weekly schedule of recreational events on the notice board Luyolo hall
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Figure 23: Yokohama Masterplan (OMA, 1991)

Figure 24: La Goulue (Toulouse L’Autrec, 1891)

Explorations of the programme has been 
inspired from post-impressionism artist 
Toulouse L’Autrec’s poster advertising 
dancing event every night at Moulin Rouge
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brief4.1

The architectural intervention aims to provide a multi-purpose venue acting as social infrastruc-
ture for the community of Barcelona. Due to existing constraints of the established settlement 
located on a polluted landfill site, the multi-purpose hall aims to relocate dwellers in close prox-
imity of Barcelona on a better site condition.  The pedestrian route leading to Heideveld station 
going across the sports field of Lwazi public school highly used by residents of Barcelona has 
been earmarked as the site for the intervention. 

The multi-purpose venue intends to provide spaces for public flexible events addressing com-
munity needs across ages. It shall be a place of public assembly enhancing local cultures and 
social practices gathered from fieldwork studies such as dancing, funerals, weddings, religious 
functions and places of recreation for the youth, who accounts 34% of the settlement’s demo-
graphics. 

The project seek to find an alternative space of public events to the overcrowded Luyolo hall. The 
architectural style intends to build on the popular presence tent church structures particular in 
townships for religious purposes. The project is not intended solely for religious purpose, the 
tent structure provides shelter and shade for public assembly. It seeks to uncover an architecture 
that reflects the popular culture of the locality by providing a space of fixity intended for place 
making tradition.

The architecture of the event space aims to grow incrementally over time and shall be low cost, 
robust and make use of existing local skills, trades and human capital and provide spaces for 
informal activities such as trades during events. 
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Figure 26: Forms of events

Surface Conditions 

Water

Light

Ablutions

ECD - Instituitional 

Social Events

Spaza Shop
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The event space is called ‘Nou Camp Community Hall’ which is new field in spanish 
taking inspiration how the settlement was given the name ‘Barcelona’ from the 1992 
Olympics in Spain and also from the dominant soccer culture in the vicinity of the 
settlement.  

Figure 27: Mixed-media exploration of socio-cultural events
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the event Space

Provision for flexible events over time with 500 seating for 
public assembly, performance stage, backstage, practice room, 
studio facility, equipment storage, ablutions, workshop area, 
admin offices, security office, kitchen and café + seating, 
outdoor seating and laundry facility. Provide space for NGO 
working catering the needs of impoverished communities such as 
Shawco’s mobile clinic which already provides medical services in 
Barcelona every third week of the month.

Figure 28: ‘Legotla’ the gathering space 

Figure 29:  Event space along pedestrian desire lines
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the School

While the hall and public assembly through events is the focus of the design, the event 
space takes into consideration the operation of the school, which must not interfere 
with the education institution. The school operates on its own but overlaps with the 
hall where children have access to the event facility for performances, recreation and 
sporting events. 

Due to the poor conditions of the existing school with temporary classes, paved 
courtyards subjected to flooding, limited ablutions facility, the design intervention 
caters the improvement of the school facility by providing better classrooms sizes, 
library, computer facility, informal trade area – canteen, better access control, provide 
space for life skill program working in conjunction with the main event space. It also 
provides better grade R facility with play areas within the school. The existing tennis 
court of the school is proposed to be renovated for soccer kick-about during school 
hours. The proposal for renovation of the school will only be in sketch design to explore 
its relationships between institutions across the open land.  
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the field

The intervention addresses the sport ground currently in poor conditions due to 
movement activity across the school site where the fence has been vandalised. The 
programme for the new field works in collaboration with the school and the hall over 
time. During recess time and school recreation hours, the soccer field is dedicated to 
children, and after school hours, weekends and holidays, it is dedicated to the youth 
of Barcelona. Other recreational activities such informal kick about, play areas will be 
explored around the main soccer field to mediate potential clash between school and 
community use of the field.  
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the river canal

The programme at the urban scale propose to improve the condition by decanalising the river 
canal separating Barcelona informal settlement and the site, which is currently polluted from 
the industrial zone across settlers highway. The decanalisation of the canal aims to rejuvenate 
the water condition, providing more greenery to the site and a public seating on the edge of the 
settlement overlooking the soccer field, and improve the pedestrian movement to provide better 
surveillance and visibility. 
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common Services

The programme foresees the need to improve existing water point and toilets by providing a 
better public water services with washing at the existing water point at the pedestrian entrance 
of Barcelona. This could be a typology of common water services across the existing 56 water 
points of the settlement. Provision for light poles during night time particularly in winter to 
increase safety of pedestrians across the site. 
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access
Urban intervention to extend the street access across the event space
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urban

Informal trades and public inhabitation surrounding the event space 
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application of StudieS findingS5.0
Theory and technology studies explored informality, existing practices of construction 
and local trades and materials of the circular economy. Findings from these studies aim 
to make use of recycled materials based on the Ecocentric sustainability logic using 
materials such as tires, bottles, other waste materials, filled and plaster with earth (Guy 
& Farmer, 2013, pp. 142-143). 

While technology studies explored the use of new materials of the circular economy 
namely polymer, its application is currently limited in local construction where end-
products are re-adapted for construction. Eco-brick which use plastic bottles will be 
applied for internal walls as insulation in the redevelopment of the school and the use 
of rubber mulch as ground cover for play and planting areas at the urban scale of the 
intervention particularly on the polluted ground condition of the settlement at the edge 
of the canal.
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SuStainability Strategy5.1

An increasingly developed activity of trades were located in Gugulethu and its surrounding 
areas showing a growing economy and construction practice using recycled materials. 
Based on the circular economy principle, the materiality of the event space explores the use 
of recycled materials in its architectural conception aiming to make use of the availability of 
existing materials within the locality of Gugulethu. 

The application of the circular economy principle makes use of the most common material 
of construction - brick. However, reclaimed brick and new products using recycled rubble 
will be explored fur ther due to their low carbon footprint, and par ticularly the low cost 
and value of reclaimed bricks. Other common materials of the circular economy - steel 
and timber will be explored as lightweight structural elements to build on the existing 
ar tisanship and trades in Gugulethu.  

The use of recycled materials intends to provide skills to unemployed dwellers residing in 
Barcelona by existing trades and craf ts of Gugulethu.

Materials Local Skills

Construction

Community 
Participation

Trade 
+ 

Skills Ecological

Place Making

Figure 30: Actor Network Theory Diagram
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Based on Superuse studio,which is a platform locating recycled materials and their availability 
on the local market through interactive mapping called harvest map (Superuse Studios, 
2017). The local context map located recycled materials through mapping in Gugulethu and 
surrounding areas to understand trade networks and the circular economy of materials.

Figure 31: Adapted Local Context Map from Life of Materials Repor t (Moreau & Nunkoo, 2017) 

0 0.5km 

N

Cape Brick Factory

Brick manufacture plant from 

recycled rubble and brick 

Reclaimed Bricks Sellers

Recycled Materials Yard

Cash Build Trade 

Steel Trade
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Reclaimed bricks are sold by informal traders R1 
per unit for brick, pavers & R3 for roof tiles

Figure 32: Brick network Figure 33: Multiple materials network 

Various Timber cut-offs & used building items are 
sold by major secondhand yards. Off-cuts are sold 
by in cubic meters. and timber items less than 
40% compared to new items Meranti is cheapest, 
and Oregon, Teak are the most expensive.

materialS of the local circular economy 

Note: Information listed here was retrieved from Life of Materials report 
(Moreau & Nunkoo, 2017)
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Figure 34: Steel network Figure 35: Tyre network 

Rubber materials are dumped on sites as waste. REDISA tyre network 
recycled tyres for other uses in construction. They burnt as fly-ash, 
used on surfaces, and road asphalt

Steel are recycled by specialist which are used 
by local skilled traders for fencing and other 
types of works depending on the client. 

Makoti Steel sell R8500 for gate – material + 
labour. R4000-R5000 without installation cost
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Structural Strategy5.2

The stage and seating area re-use the waste landfill on the settlement for the platform. 
Recycled Brick is used as envelop for the event space and lightweight steel truss and por tal 
frame for the roof. The stage, seating and envelop work separately from the lightweight roof 
structure. This strategy intends to make the event hall grow by involving different skills and 
trades par ticular to the locality. 

Figure 36 - Structural diagram

Elevated Platform
stage & seating arrangment 
from waste landfill

Recycled Brick as envelop

Steel lightweight roof structure
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acouSticS Strategy5.3

The acoustics of the event hall intends to allow adequate acoustics to the multi-events 
– boxing, dancing, church services. The ceiling serve to lead sound back seating 
arrangements of the hall to provide good acoustics for multiple types of events. The shape 
of the ceiling must create adequate acoustics through ray tracing to calculate the path of 
sound waves to the audience to avoid sound fluctuations and allow sound absorption on 
back walls. 

Figure 37-39: Acoustic strategy diagram for hall 
(Neufert, 2012, p. 483)
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daylighting Strategy5.3

The lighting of interiors with daylight is crucial in the development of the event space 
as it is intended to create interiority aiming to separate residents from the tough urban 
conditions of the settlement. Moreover, maximising daylight aims to provide shading for 
public assembly and bring more comfor t for users during winter conditions. Roof lighting 
strategies are the most efficient means to optimize daylight, 100% of the light form the 
sky reaches roof light compared to only 33.3% reaching to windows at the sides (Neufer t, 
2012). 

While daylight is not common for per formance halls, Berlin Philharmonic theatre uses 
daylight to optimising the interior quality with natural light. However, the design intervention 
aims to test strategies optimising south sunlight inside the hall seeking to create better 
interior comfor t. 

Figure 40: Solid v/s Void
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Figure 56: Solid v/s Void section Berlin Philharmonic

Figure 41-43: Solid v/s Void strategies optimising South daylight
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PART IV
Design Development
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technical 
deSign development6.0

When architects draw even brick walls to six decimal places with software 
designed to cut lenses, it is clear that the logic that once organized relations 
between precision and material error in construction has unravelled.  
(Hughes, 2014)

Technical representation for the design development was carried out through charette sessions 
working across scales towards synthesis of the architectural intervention working through hand 
drawings. Technical explorations aimed at testing form, scale, function, materiality for public 
assembly. The aim was to move away from digital methods to explore design through different 
iterations across plans, sections and elevations corresponding to the context of the site.

Three design iterations are compiled here, the first series explore programme and siting 
strategies through urban approach. The second series focus materiality and tectonics through 
technical detail exploration. The third series combine the urban and architectural scale of the 
intervention 
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Pedestrian access to settlement linked to 
Event Space deSign development SerieS 01
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deSign development SerieS 02
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deSign development SerieS 03
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Wesl Elevation 

North El natlon 

East Elevation 

Long Section thru Theatre 

Cron Section thru Th eatre 
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fabrication7.0
This section explores the form, materiality, planning of the event space through model making. 
This fabrication of the design tests the scale of the space and structural strategy for the roof. The 
objective was also to explore the construction of the event hall using different materials pal-
ette - clay, balsa, steel wire and cardboard. The fabrication aimed at testing the inhabitation and 
performance stage through inhabitation of flexible events. 
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fabrication 02
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PART IV
Architectural Synthesis + Conclusion
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architectural SyntheSiS8.0

This section compiles the synthesis of the architectural intervention of the design 
dissertation
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1  Foundation
2  Sub structure 
3  Precast s lab for  seating

Acoustics ceiling panel 
suspended to roof structure

Recycled tyres as suspended feature wal l  for  soccer kick-about

Reclaimed br icks with concrete inf i l l  as enveloppe 

Feature wal l  made of  glass bott les and other recycled 
materials  inf i l l  between ver t ical  steel  members 

Brick Metal Reinforced
Concrete

Mult iple
Materials

Timber Glass 
+

Plast ics

Tyre

Stage f loor  f inish out of  recycled t imber

Ticket + Security  pod made of  
deconstructed shipping container

Super-structure + Roof

Clear polycarbonate sheeting 

1

2

3

E X I S T I N G  M A T E R I A L  N E T W O R K S  I N  G U G U L E T H U

E x p l o d e d  a x o n o m e t r i c  o f  m u l t i p u r p o s e  e v e n t  s p a c e  

M a t e r i a l s  o f  t h e  c i r c u l a r  e c o n o m y  s u r r o u n d i n g  B a r c e l o n a  I n f o r m a l  S e t t l e m e n t

T E C T O N I C S  &  M A T E R I A L I T Y
O F  T H E  C I R C U L A R  E C O N O M Y

T E C T O N I C S  &  M A T E R I A L I T Y  
O F  T H E  C I R C U L A R  E C O N O M Y

N 0              0.5km
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ACOUSTICS REFLECTION

ACOUSTICS REFLECTION

HORIZONTAL SIGHT LINE

DIFFUSED DAYLIGHT
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ACOUSTICS REFLECTION

ACOUSTICS REFLECTION

HORIZONTAL SIGHT LINE

DIFFUSED DAYLIGHT
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The event space focused on the use of recycled materials to create a place of gathering 
as a place of public assembly to reflect the socio-cultural presence of dwellers given 
that township will likely prevail the future. The intervention aimed to reflect the array of 
activities arising from the informal urbanism particular to its location, and its people 
living under dismal conditions on the waste landfill site of Barcelona. From findings 
gathered during fieldwork, the event space aims to provide shelter for the public and 
common infrastructure services as mediating ground between formality and informality 
aiming to address widespread unemployment, growing youth demographics and the 
relationship to Lwazi public school where most children come from Barcelona informal 
settlement.

The application of material of the local circular economy and existing trades practices 
aimed to understand how an event space could be realise through bottom-up strategies 
by involving the existing human capital of the settlement. Through existing practices 
of  brick and steel construction, the the architectural intervention aimed to replicate 
the local presence of the tent church as a symbol of public assembly for religious 
activity in townships and how the materiality could inform an event space reflecting the 
tectonics of informal urbanity. 

The different plan and section configurations in the whole process aimed to focus on 
the importance of a public place reflecting the socio-cultural identity of dwellers by 
creating interiority to create a space for public assembly dedicated for multiple events 
both cultural and recreation  acknowledging the existing soccer practice of the school.  
While the planning could have been more efficient through rectilinear configurations to 
allow trade activities, which was long optimised in the history of cities, Barcelona is 
still located on a waste landfill site and the need to create a space of interiority for the 
public is more important. The event space attempt to create a safe space cut from the 
chaotic scene of the settlement subjected to flooding, fire, social ills and violence. The 
development of the plan along desire line leading to the school and Heideveldd station 
aimed to extend the informal pedestrian street towards the event space. 

concluding thoughtS9.0
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